
 

  

    

DR. BASARATH NADEEMDR. BASARATH NADEEM

Consultant - ENT Cochlear Implant and Lateral Skull Base SurgeryConsultant - ENT Cochlear Implant and Lateral Skull Base Surgery

QualificationQualification

MBBS | MS | DNBMBBS | MS | DNB

OverviewOverview

Dr. Basarath Nadeem is a consultant for lateral skull base surgery and cochlear implants at Manipal Hospitals in Millers Road,Dr. Basarath Nadeem is a consultant for lateral skull base surgery and cochlear implants at Manipal Hospitals in Millers Road,
Bengaluru. He has several credentials, including an MBBS, an MS, and a DNB, and he has completed advanced cochlearBengaluru. He has several credentials, including an MBBS, an MS, and a DNB, and he has completed advanced cochlear
implant training at the ICIT in Valencia, California. He treats every one of his patients with care, and he gives their needs andimplant training at the ICIT in Valencia, California. He treats every one of his patients with care, and he gives their needs and
concerns his undivided attention. Dr. Basarath has extensive knowledge and experience in his field and is an asset to theconcerns his undivided attention. Dr. Basarath has extensive knowledge and experience in his field and is an asset to the
medical fraternity. He also has expertise with scarless surgery for watering eyes (tear sac blocks), endoscopic sinus surgery,medical fraternity. He also has expertise with scarless surgery for watering eyes (tear sac blocks), endoscopic sinus surgery,
and micro ear surgery for ear disorders, giddiness, and tinnitus. He also specialises in Lateral Skull Base Surgery,and micro ear surgery for ear disorders, giddiness, and tinnitus. He also specialises in Lateral Skull Base Surgery,
Implantation Otology, and Cochlear Implant Surgery. Dr. Basarath Nadeem has devoted his profession to giving his patientsImplantation Otology, and Cochlear Implant Surgery. Dr. Basarath Nadeem has devoted his profession to giving his patients
the best treatment feasible, and his multiple memberships and affiliations display his devotion to his career. He contributesthe best treatment feasible, and his multiple memberships and affiliations display his devotion to his career. He contributes
to numerous outstanding corporations. He has done his First micro ear surgery and lateral skull base workshop at EENTto numerous outstanding corporations. He has done his First micro ear surgery and lateral skull base workshop at EENT
hospital in Shanghai, and Advanced cochlear implant training at ICIT, Valencia, CA. He is a clinical observer in thehospital in Shanghai, and Advanced cochlear implant training at ICIT, Valencia, CA. He is a clinical observer in the
Department of Neuro otology at Virginia Mason Hospitals, Seattle, and a clinical observer in the Neuro otology department atDepartment of Neuro otology at Virginia Mason Hospitals, Seattle, and a clinical observer in the Neuro otology department at
House Ear Institute, Los Angeles. Dr. Basarath is the best ENT surgeon in Millers Road, Bangalore. Being involved in theseHouse Ear Institute, Los Angeles. Dr. Basarath is the best ENT surgeon in Millers Road, Bangalore. Being involved in these
associations has allowed him to set up connections with other professionals in his vicinity and to stay updated on theassociations has allowed him to set up connections with other professionals in his vicinity and to stay updated on the
maximum current traits in his field. Dr. Basarath has co-authored 3 articles in National journals. He has made significantmaximum current traits in his field. Dr. Basarath has co-authored 3 articles in National journals. He has made significant
contributions to the area of ENT Cochlear Implant And Lateral Skull Base Surgery with his studies and writings in addition tocontributions to the area of ENT Cochlear Implant And Lateral Skull Base Surgery with his studies and writings in addition to
his engagement in professional groups. He is based in Bangalore, India, and is well known in his industry for his remarkablehis engagement in professional groups. He is based in Bangalore, India, and is well known in his industry for his remarkable
abilities, meticulous attention to detail, and kind nature. Dr. Basarath has been awarded multiple honours during the span ofabilities, meticulous attention to detail, and kind nature. Dr. Basarath has been awarded multiple honours during the span of
his career due to his dedication to his profession. As a way to share his expertise and views with other experts in his sector.his career due to his dedication to his profession. As a way to share his expertise and views with other experts in his sector.
He has been allowed to speak at several significant meetings, such as being invited as a Mentor and faculty for various earHe has been allowed to speak at several significant meetings, such as being invited as a Mentor and faculty for various ear
surgery training workshops at the national level. Another one of Dr. Basarath's outstanding qualities is his proficiency insurgery training workshops at the national level. Another one of Dr. Basarath's outstanding qualities is his proficiency in
patient communication. Because he is fluent in English, Urdu, Tamil, and Kannada, he can communicate with patients from apatient communication. Because he is fluent in English, Urdu, Tamil, and Kannada, he can communicate with patients from a
variety of social and cultural backgrounds. The ability to describe medical operations in a way that patients mayvariety of social and cultural backgrounds. The ability to describe medical operations in a way that patients may
comprehend allows Dr. Basarath to reassure and relax patients before surgery.comprehend allows Dr. Basarath to reassure and relax patients before surgery.

Fellowship & MembershipFellowship & Membership

Advanced cochlear implant training at ICIT, Valencia, CA.Advanced cochlear implant training at ICIT, Valencia, CA.
A clinical observer in the Department of Neuro otology at Virginia Mason Hospital, SeattleA clinical observer in the Department of Neuro otology at Virginia Mason Hospital, Seattle
A clinical observer in the Neuro otology department at House ear Institute, Los Angeles.A clinical observer in the Neuro otology department at House ear Institute, Los Angeles.
First micro ear surgery and lateral skull base workshop at EENT hospital, ShanghaiFirst micro ear surgery and lateral skull base workshop at EENT hospital, Shanghai
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Field of ExpertiseField of Expertise

Cochlear implant surgeryCochlear implant surgery
Implantation OtologyImplantation Otology
Lateral skull base surgeryLateral skull base surgery
Micro ear surgery for ear diseases, giddiness, and tinnitusMicro ear surgery for ear diseases, giddiness, and tinnitus
Endoscopic sinus surgeryEndoscopic sinus surgery
Scarless surgery for watering from eyes(tear sac blocks)Scarless surgery for watering from eyes(tear sac blocks)

Languages SpokenLanguages Spoken

KannadaKannada
EnglishEnglish
UrduUrdu
TamilTamil

Awards & AchievementsAwards & Achievements

Mentor and faculty for various ear surgery training workshops at the national level.Mentor and faculty for various ear surgery training workshops at the national level.

Talks & PublicationsTalks & Publications

Coauthored 3 articles in National journalsCoauthored 3 articles in National journals
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